
Mobile aerial order picker specification



I. Application

The aerial order picker is The ideal equipment for climbing

operations, stability of performance, safety and reliability,and can

working indoor and outdoor. The type rotating flexible, stable and

smooth, easy to operate. Widely used in schools, libraries,

exhibition hall, government offices, theaters, supermarkets,

shopping malls, workshop and warehouse etc.

II.Technical Parameter

Specification T2-2.7 T2-3.3 T2-4.0 T2-4.5

S.L.W kg 200

Max. Platform height mm 2700 3300 4000 4500

Platform size mm 630×620

Battery v/Ah 12/105 12/120

Charger v/A 12/15

Overall length mm 1300

Overall width mm 840

Overall height mm 1760 2040 1810 1980

Overall weight kg 290 350 410 450



III.Structural principles and operational guidelines

Aerial order picker structure look like figure:
1)charger use the before battery. Insert the output plug of the charger into the
charging jack, then input plug is connected to the power supply for charging.
Charge is completed, please cut off the power supply, then pull the plug.
2) Add lubricating oil to the lifting platform to achieve the rated lifting height.
3)The operator on the lifting platform door column, turn on the power switch
with the key, indicator turns on, press the UP push-button, lifting platform to
rise, let go immediately stop rising, press the down push-button, let go
immediately stop rising, press the emergency stop switch, lift switch button
failure, can not work, only turn the emergency stop button to bounce, in order
to restore the rise and decline.

1. The inner frame 2. The door frame 3. Limit device 4. Oil pump motor 5. Brake
6. Platform 7. Lifting cylinder 8. Charger 9. Battery 10. Parking brake

IV.Consideration:
1. Please use the parking brake and brake when working;



2. The loading of the goods can not be offset platform;

3. Only when the lifting platform is in the lowest position,

can move the loading goods lift platform in short distance.

4. When the maintenance of oil pump motor and battery, please

use the limit device;

5. Battery should be far away from open flame, do not use dry cloth

to wipe the battery; when charging rigorous spark,loosen the

plug;When charging, the battery temperature is higher than

45℃,immediately stop charging,after the temperature is reduced,

then charge

6. Waste liquid, dirty oil can not be dumped,must comply with

appropriate treatment requirements.

V、Maintenance

1.The maintenance of battery

(1)When check the level of the battery, if it’s below the waterline,

please fill the waterline with distilled water or purified water.

(2)Please charge when the specific gravity of the battery electrolyte

is below 1.24 or the terminal voltage is below 12.5v. In general,

input 220V/60Hz AC, the battery capacity of 1/10current charge 3

to 5 hours. After charging the battery terminal voltage should be

greater than or equal to 12.6V.

(3)Tighten the fluid stopper when charging is complete. Rinsing the



surface of battery with winter and then wipe it with damp cloth

gently.

2.Lubricant should be added to the drive chain per half year. If

operating in the dusty environment, must be cleaned with a

tarpaulin and check screws of each connection to see if there

is loosening. Then make the necessary adjustments.

3.Replace the hydraulic oil per six months, and the oil must be

filtered. Non-alpine region can use YA-N46 or other similar

hydraulic oil. After changing the oil should switch 2 to 3 times

to drain the air in cylinders and ensure the sufficient fuel. So

that the lifting platform can achieve the specified lifting height.

VI、Handling and storage

1.When the aerial order picker is in the handling and storage must

be placed horizontally to prevent electrolyte and hydraulic oil spill.

2.When storage should away from dust, damp and other harsh

environments. The temperature should not exceed 40℃. If the

battery is not used for a long time, please charge it regularly.

VII.Common problem and Elimination method



Breakdown Cause of trouble Elimination method

Open the lock switch,
power indicator light is
not bright

Power is disconnected
Check the battery
terminal

Terminal loosening
Tighten the bolts at the
connecting point of the
line.

Poor contact switch Switch contact must be
honey

Rising instability Lifting cylinder with air
Boot 2~3 times,exhaust
air in cylinder

Lifting oil cylinder can
not rise

Lack of hydraulic oil Add hydraulic oil
The battery voltage is
lower than the allowable
value

Battery charging

Oil-related
Check tight fitting and
replace damaged seals.

Overload
Load does not exceed
the rated value

A single force
transmission chain

Transmission chain and
chain wear after
long-term use, chain
seat connection bolt
adjustment nut loose

The cylinder is in the
lowest position,Screw
adjusting nut, Hand
pressure sense of
chain,As far as possible
the use of the two chain
tension

In the process of rising,
the power source noise
is abnormal.

Hydraulic oil is
insufficient or too dirty

Gas or oil

Check whether the oil
pump motor is loose or
not

Tighten fastening
screws

Environmental humidity
is too large

Ambient humidity≦90%


